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Executive Summary 
 

There is a growing market for green products that, according to experts, is not an 
ephemeral trend but is here to stay.  Given the choice between eco and non-eco products, 
consumers buy “green” when the products on offer are of equal price and quality.  The 
tire industry ought to capitalize on this trend by offering green tires, of equal quality and 
price to current products, formulated from Engineered Rubber Powders (ERP) derived 
from post industrial and consumer rubber.  This new powder, resulting from technology 
borrowed from the pharmaceutical industry and refined for the specific demands of the 
tire industry, offers an opportunity to satisfy consumers while saving input and 
manufacturing costs.  Auto manufacturers, governments, and fleet owners are all 
beginning to compete on environmental issues, and providing them with a green tire 
would aid them in meeting their environmental responsibility goals. In an age of sky-
rocketing oil prices, engineered ultra-fine recycled rubber powder also offers tire 
manufacturers a high quality replacement substance to drive down the price of its main 
raw material 
 
While the tire manufacturing industry continues to slowly move towards green products 
and environmental stewardship, individual tire companies have the choice to take a 
leadership role and gain first mover advantage, or to become followers and potentially 
forego market opportunities.  Tire manufacturers are already beginning to compete on 
“green” and manufacturing a high quality, safe, and cost-effective green tire using 
engineered ultra-fine recycled rubber powder is the next logical step in this trend.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Many industries are beginning to capitalize on new market opportunities resulting from 
an increased focus on “green” products—industrial carpet manufacturers like Interface, 
hybrid cars ranging from the Toyota Prius to the Ford Escape hybrid SUV, and big box 
stores like Wal-Mart are all embracing “green” as a new mechanism to attract customer 
interest and spending.  However, the American tire industry has yet to capture the 
“green” tide, which holds the potential to propel business growth and profit and provide 
significant possibilities for new competitive advantage. Producing a green tire—here 
defined as a tire that includes 15% loading of Engineered Rubber Powders (ERP) derived 
from post industrial and consumer rubber—would: 
 

 Lower input costs  
 Lower the cost of production  
 Allow the tire manufacturer to become the “supplier of choice” for the U.S. 

government 
 Allow the tire manufacturer to become the “supplier of choice” for box 

brands, fleets, and many after market consumers 
 Create a “closed-loop” generating savings for tire manufacturers and 

distributors 
 Capture reputation value  
 Respond to the growing trend in society for green products, and 
 Potentially get carbon credits for using a material recycled from discarded 

tires.  
 
Seismic changes in customers’ attitudes towards environmental conservation in the past 
few years and a new technology to formulate ultra-fine recycled rubber powder have 
created an opportunity for tire manufacturers to produce a green tire to capture market 
share.   Production of an eco-friendly tire is logical and necessary.  As tire manufacturers’ 
customers, including the after market, fleets, the government, and tire distributors, are all 
demanding environmentally friendly products, a green tire would meet consumer needs, 
be lucrative for tire manufacturers and be good for society.  Production of an eco-friendly 
tire is now possible with recent innovations in generating ultra-fine (80-400 mesh) 
engineered rubber powder at commercial volumes and of consistent, repeatable quality 
tailored to manufacturer’s specifications using a cryogenic-aided turbo shearing mill.  
Inclusion of this fine mesh powder at up to 15% loading creates technical, process and 
cost efficiencies that have not historically been available to the tire manufacturing 
industry. [For more technical data on ultra-fine engineered rubber powder, please see 
Appendix 1.]   
 
The first company that manufactures and markets a green tire, in particular, has much to 
gain.  Consider the story of Toyota’s first mover success with the Prius gas-electric 
hybrid car.1  Trying to envisage what might transform its industry and threaten its market 
share in the future, Toyota’s leaders convened a team to create the first great car of the 
21st century in 1993, nearly a decade before that century arrived.  Toyota’s leadership 
pushed the team beyond the technological limits it had previously worked within. As a 
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result of a series of technological breakthroughs, manufacturing innovations, and careful 
marketing, Toyota has sold more than 1 million hybrid cars—five times as many as its 
nearest competitor—since introducing them in 1997, and has tripled its U.S. monthly 
sales to 24,000.2  In addition, its reputation as an environmental leader has driven sales of 
non-Prius cars significantly.   
 
The market is now ripe for similar innovation in tire manufacturing.  Some tire 
manufacturers are using Engineered Rubber Powders (ERP) but are not marketing it.  The 
first tire manufacturer that markets its use of ERP will gain first mover advantage by 
meeting consumers’ demand for more environmentally-friendly products and will pull 
ahead of the competition in a market that is moving in this direction in any case.  
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I. CONSUMERS ARE BUYING GREEN 
 
Numerous academic and industry studies have shown that consumers are increasingly 
interested in green product.  Given equal price and quality, consumers will now buy 
green products as opposed to non-environmentally friendly ones.3 According to a May 
2007 ImagePower® Green Brands Survey:4 
 

 Green products are considered to be of superior quality 
 Consumers perceive green as a direct and positive reflection of their social status, 

in addition to recognizing its broader value to society and the world.  
 80% of consumers believe it is important to buy from green companies.   

 
This is a radical shift in the past year. “For today’s consumers, being green is not a fad, 
but a seismic, long-term shift in self-definition and behavior.”5  These shifting attitudes 
are also being seen among corporate executives and in radical changes in supply chain 
management.  These changes in corporate products and processes are practical and 
business driven. [For more on shifting consumer and corporate leadership attitudes 
towards environmental stewardship, please see Appendix 2] 
 
Companies in a variety of sectors have successfully differentiated themselves from their 
competition using the environment as a vehicle.  Home Depot, the world's largest buyer 
of construction material and America’s second largest retailer, began offering Forest 
Stewardship Council certified sustainably harvested wood in addition to its traditional 
line. It first tested customer response to eco vs. non-eco products by placing two nearby 
bins of plywood of the same size, one with Forest Stewardship Council certification and 
labeling and the other without. When the cost was the same, the FSC-labeled wood 
outsold unlabelled plywood by more than two to one.6  Home Depot found that, “given 
the option of a product that performs just as well, we are seeing the consumer would 
rather buy something that has less of an impact on the environment.”7  As a result of its 
initial success with “green” wood Home Depot has launched its “Eco Options” label for 
nearly 3,000 products ranging from energy efficient fluorescent light bulbs to natural 
insect killers. The company expects to expand the Eco Options line to 6,000 products by 
2009.  
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II. GOVERNMENT IS LOOKING TO GREEN SOLUTIONS 
 
The U.S. government has long been involved in spurring the market for recycled goods 
for two reasons: 
 
a) Landfills cannot accommodate all of our waste. The Federal government 

acknowledged, in 1976, that landfills were quickly overfilling and as a result passed 
the Solid Waste Disposal Act.8   

b) The recycling industry is a market solution to a societal problem. The Federal 
government realized that, according to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), 
“By converting waste into valuable raw materials, recycling creates jobs, builds more 
competitive manufacturing industries, and adds significantly to the U.S. economy.”9 
In fact, according to a 2001 EPA-commissioned study, the recycling and reuse 
industry consists of approximately 56,000 establishments that employ over 1.1 
million people, generate an annual payroll of nearly $37 billion, and gross over $236 
billion in annual revenues, contributing roughly $12.9 billion in federal, state, and 
local tax revenues, with 80 percent going to federal and state government.10   

 
As a result of these acknowledged benefits, the Federal government has acted as a 
catalyst to stimulate the recycling industry in a number of sectors.  This has usually been 
done by using its own purchasing power to increase recycling demand through 
procurement policies or leveraging its authority in others ways.  
 

 Paper: In 1993 the White House issued an Executive Order requiring federal 
agencies and the military to buy recycled paper with at least 20% post-consumer 
content.11 

 Plastic and aluminum: Eleven states have deposit laws, or “bottle bills”,   
requiring refundable deposits on certain beverage containers.   

 Electronics: The Electronic Waste Recycling Act of 2003 in the State of 
California resulted in the collection of 32,000 tons of consumer electronics.12 

 Recycled content materials: In 2007, President Bush issued Presidential Executive 
Order 13423 “Strengthening Federal Environmental, Energy, and Transportation 
Federal Environmental, Energy, and Transportation Management” directing 
agencies to implement sustainable acquisition, including the purchase of recycled-
content products whenever possible. 

 
With increased concern about global warming and climate change, as well as dependence 
on foreign sources of oil becoming a national security issue, the U.S. Government now 
seems to be turning its attention towards the tire industry. The U.S. House of 
Representatives began consideration of the Tire Investment, Recovery and Extension Act 
(TIRE Act) in 2008, which would give a $3/tire tax credit to high volume tire purchasers 
who bought tires made of recycled rubber.13   
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Producer responsibility and product take-back 
In Europe and Japan laws have already been passed making companies 
responsible for their products from “cradle to grave”. These product take-back 
mandates dictate that companies are responsible for collecting their products 
when the consumer is done with them. These regulations are designed to keep 
bulky or toxic products and packaging out of the waste stream. In Europe, the 
European Union (EU) has passed the End-of-Life Vehicles Directive mandating 
that by 2015, 85% of a car’s materials, by weight, to be recovered and reused. In 
many European countries governments have also mandated that tire 
manufacturers must collect the equivalent number of tires as they produce 
annually. In France alone, the cost of this legislation to tire manufacturers has 
reached close to $100 million per year.14  In Japan, the government has mandated 
that 70% of automobile materials must be reused by 2015, while the Japanese 
auto industry has set a 95% target for the same time period. 15 
 

In contrast to these product take-back mandates, the U.S. Government has an opportunity 
to create a win-win situation for business and society by advancing the development of a 
rubber recycling industry.  Encouraging wider use of highly engineered rubber powder 
would spur innovation and the profitable use of waste tires.  Engineered rubber powder 
could be re-integrated into tires and a host of other substances ranging from car parts to 
building materials.  So rather than the punitive “cradle to grave” approach now being 
enacted in Europe and Japan, a rubber recycling industry with highly engineered rubber 
powder as an end-product creates a “cradle to cradle” scenario where the waste product is 
re-integrated into new tires and other products in a manner that is lucrative for business 
and good for society.  
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III. TIRE COMPANIES ARE ALREADY BEGINNING TO COMPETE ON “GREEN” 
 
The tire industry has already begun work to address environmental issues by developing 
lower roll-resistant tires.16  Many companies have begun marketing a low roll resistance, 
high priced “green tire” containing silica coated with saline.  However, this product 
contains little to no recycled content, so does not fully capitalize on the opportunity for a 
green tire.  Several tire manufacturers have already announced their investments in 
technological solutions to address environmental issues. Yokohama has indicated that 
“green” is a cornerstone of its corporate market growth strategy.  It has even explicitly 
mentioned scrap tire processing technology allowing the company to use recycled rubber 
in new tires beginning this year.17 Michelin North America Inc. recently announced its 
plan to invest $6.8 million for fuel economy research and design, partly with Clemson 
University’s International Center for Automotive Research, with an expected outcome of 
new materials, modeling tools and manufacturing processes for future tires.18 France’s 
Michelin SA is also touting its environmentally friendly tire with an advertising 
campaign that estimates its 570 million tires sold worldwide over the past 15 years have 
reduced fuel consumption by an estimated 2.38 billion gallons, resulting in a reduction of 
CO2 emissions of 25 million tons.19 With competition on the environment among tire 
companies already beginning to take shape, the opportunity to capitalize on a tire loaded 
with up to 15% highly engineered, superior quality materials that have been reclaimed 
from the existing tire stockpile is enormous. 
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IV. TIRE MANUFACTURERS ARE FACING CHALLENGES THAT RUBBER MESH ADDRESSES 

 
By producing and marketing a green tire using fine rubber mesh manufacturers could 
capture significant reputation value; however, the drivers for a green tire are entirely 
practical. 
 

1. Tire manufacturers’ customers are demanding “green”. Big box stores, tire 
retailers, the government, and the aftermarket are all demanding green products. 
Production of a green tire formulated from Engineered Rubber Powders (ERP) 
derived from post industrial and consumer rubber would address these demands. 

 
2. There is the real possibility that the supply of virgin rubber will not be able to 

meet demand in the coming years.  Motorization is projected to increase 
dramatically in the developing world—the Energy Information Administration 
estimates that the road vehicle population will grow from 170 million vehicles in 
1996 to 454 million in 2020 in developing regions.20 In China, for example, car 
ownership is increasing almost as quickly as GDP and by 2020 it is estimated that 
between 88.85 and 132.24 million privately owned cars will grace China’s 
roads.21  This increased demand for cars translates into a massive increase in 
demand for tires, particularly in China and India. As demand for tires grows, 
virgin rubber supplies may not be able to keep pace.  

 
3. Oil prices continue to rise and as a result synthetic rubber is becoming 

increasingly expensive. Petroleum derivatives are the main inputs for synthetic 
rubber, tires’ base component. With oil prices rising to over $100/barrel for the 
first time in history, tire manufacturers may want to seek savings by finding a 
high quality replacement substance to drive down the price of its main raw 
material. In fact, Michelin has instituted a new pricing system for its original 
equipment customers worldwide based on a scale indexed to changes in oil prices. 
The company reports that petroleum-based products account for about 60 percent 
of the cost of a passenger car or light truck tire. Creating a “closed loop” in which 
old tires are converted into Engineered Rubber Powders (ERP) for use in new 
tires, could represent significant savings to manufacturers. 

 
4. There is an ample supply of discarded rubber that can be reformulated and 

reused.  On average the U.S. produces 300 million waste tires annually, or one per 
member of the population. Approximately 51% of these are shredded to make tire 
derived fuel (TDF), 16% for civil engineering purposes like road construction, 
and 12% for playground and sports surfacing and other rubber products.22  This 
leaves 63 million scrap tires annually, which are chopped up and thrown into 
monofills—essentially landfills for scrap tire waste.  Engineered rubber powder 
represents the most beneficial use of this scrap material, both environmentally and 
economically. It can be used as a replacement material for petroleum-derived 
polymers in high performance materials like tires, and has ten times the value of 
crumb rubber and 30 times the value of tire derived fuel.  
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With a recent lawsuit against the Environmental Protection Agency changing 
regulations governing industrial boilers using TDF and classifying this process as 
hazardous waste incineration, industry analysts predict that facilities which 
traditionally used TDF will become loath to do so because of additional 
administrative requirements.23  The slowdown of TDF use would result in an even 
greater number of scrap tires going to monofills on an annual basis, thus creating 
an even greater glut of waste tires that can be used to make ultra-fine engineered 
rubber powder for use in green tires.  Generating fine rubber powder for industrial 
use from waste tires would also solve the huge problem of tire piles that pose fire 
and health risks.  Illegal tire dumping and tire piles are such big problems that 48 
states passed laws of regulations specifically dealing with scrap tires.24  

 
Production of a green tire by using ultra-fine rubber powder provides tire manufacturers 
with cost savings and the potential to capture markets on an environmental platform that 
has, to date, been left untapped.  
 
 
UNDERSTANDING THE BENEFITS WITHIN A CORPORATE SUSTAINABILITY MODEL 
 
The benefits to tire manufacturers of producing and marketing a green tire can be 
examined and calculated within the context of the Corporate Sustainability model in 
Exhibit 1. Understanding the link between corporate environmental, social and financial 
performance will help tire company managers to see the impact of developing a green tire 
on return on investment (ROI) decisions.25  The Corporate Sustainability Model describes 
the inputs, processes, outputs, and outcomes necessary to implement a successful 
sustainability strategy. The inputs include: 

 The external context 
 The internal context 
 The business context 
 Human and financial resources 

In this analysis, we concentrate on the outputs and outcomes in the model. [For 
information on inputs and processes, particularly as they relate to tire manufacturers, 
please see Appendix 3.] 
 
The output of these processes is sustainability performance—that is, the effect of 
corporate activity on the social, environmental, and economic fabric of society. In 
addition to having an effect on society, these activities often impact corporate financial 
performance (outcome, in the model). This typically occurs through various positive and 
negative stakeholder (such as customers, employees, regulators, and consumer activists) 
reactions such as additional purchases, consumer protests, employee loyalty or resistance, 
and government regulations.  
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Exhibit 1: Corporate Sustainability Model26 
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OUTPUTS 
 
Sustainability performance: Sustainability performance is the social, environmental, and 
economic performance of a company and relates to the objectives that are important to 
the internal and external stakeholders of the organization. In the tire industry this includes 
steps taken to reduce environmental impacts of tire production through both the 
production methodology and the product inputs. 
 
Stakeholders’ reactions: Stakeholder reactions are an important component of the 
framework as they may significantly affect short-term revenues and costs and long-term 
corporate performance on many levels. Because gaining advantage through stakeholders 
has been recognized as a driver of strategic success, companies must identify the key 
stakeholder groups that are the primary drivers of their strategy. Exhibit 2 provides an 
overview of tire manufacturers’ stakeholders who would react to production of a green 
tire. In all cases, the reaction would range from neutral to overwhelmingly positive. 
 
 
 

Exhibit 2: Tire company stakeholders benefiting from green tires 
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Original Equipment Manufacturers (Automotive companies): The car industry, faced 
with increasing pressure both from consumers and legislators, is beginning to compete on 
environmental responsibility.  Providing OEMs with a green tire would help them meet 
their own customer demands and fulfill new regulatory requirements outlined by the 
Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) requirements. [More information on the green 
push among automotive manufacturers’ competing and how green tires would help them 
reach CAFE requirements can be found in Appendix 4.] 
 
Tire Retailers: Many tire retailers are seeking to “green” their brand images, and 
providing a green tire made from ERP would help them do so. Sears has a stated 
corporate commitment to environmental sustainability,27 as do other tire retailers like 
Costco.28 Given that many retailers also reclaim tires from their customers, providing a 
green tire made from this reclaimed waste helps them create a closed-loop and move 
towards their environmental stewardship and zero-waste goals. Big box stores can glean 
even more benefits given a green tire because they interact with tires at three levels: they 
use tires on their fleets, sell tires to their customers, and reclaim tires. [For more 
information on benefits to big box stores, please see Appendix 5.] 
 
After market: Individual consumers (called the after market) are increasingly interested 
in purchasing green products if they are of equal price and quality as non-green products.  
Providing the after market with the option to buy a green tire would be appealing to two 
particular demographics: 
 

1. Those with “green” attitudes and behaviors, which includes virtually the 
entire American public to one degree or another, according to a recent 
Penn, Schoen and Berland poll of 1504 adults.29 

2. Those concerned with American energy security and dependence on 
foreign oil—which accounts for 73% of Americans.30  

 
[For more information on the large demographics interested in each of these issues, 
please see Appendix 6.] 

 
Fleet owners: Fleet owners like Federal Express, the United Parcel Service, and Wal-
Mart are all seeking to capture economic savings and enhanced brand value through 
environmental stewardship.  Each has set environmental goals, like Wal-Mart’s aim to 
double truck fuel economy by 2015, which it is well on the way to accomplishing.31 Fleet 
owners have explicitly stated their expectation that they will be provided with a “green” 
totally recyclable tire. [For more information on the demands and drivers for green tires 
among fleet owners, please see Appendix 7.] 

 
Government: The U.S. Federal government has made it clear that it is interested in 
greening its overall operations.  The General Services Administration (GSA)—which 
itself had over 200,000 vehicles in 2007 and is one of the largest non-tactical federal 
fleets in the U.S. government32—has outlined a number of new policies related to fleet 
management, fuel efficiency and recycling.  [For more information on the government’s 
new policies around environmental sustainability, please see Appendix 8.] The first tire 
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company to produce and market a green tire could capture huge market share because it 
would be the only supplier able to fulfill the mandate of these government requirements. 
 
Society: Society at large is becoming increasingly concerned about the human impact on 
the environment and it is also looking to companies to address this issue.  In a recent 
survey, 77% of people counted the environment as among the top four causes companies 
should address and 93% believe companies have a responsibility to help preserve the 
environment.33  However, 94% of Americans drive34 and most are aware of their tires’ 
impact on fuel efficiency. So they are increasingly looking towards car manufacturers 
and related technologies to help lower their impact on the environment. [For more 
information on American driving rates and tire impacts on the environment, please see 
Appendix 9.] 
 
 
OUTCOMES 
 
Corporate financial performance: For most companies, the ultimate focus of 
sustainability strategies and programs must be short-term or long-term corporate financial 
performance. Corporations can translate sustainability into profitability.  To effectively 
capture the impact on organizational performance, the outputs of the sustainability 
processes must be ultimately converted to monetary measures. Extensive research has 
shown that improved corporate sustainability performance impacts financial results 
through both enhanced revenues and lower costs.35  Numerous studies have shown that 
consumers have a more favorable image of corporations that support causes that the 
consumers care about, and that many consumers report that they would switch brands 
based on social reputation. Revenues related to sustainability management initiatives can 
be positively impacted through reputational effects as well as through “green” marketing 
initiatives. Costs are also positively influenced by sustainable management initiatives. 
Process improvements may lower costs of energy and water usage and decrease costs of 
waste handling and recycling. These process improvements could all be applied to the tire 
manufacturing industry in the context of using ultra-fine engineered rubber powder to 
produce a green tire.  Alcoa reduced its emissions 26% below 1990 levels in 2003 
through energy efficiency improvements, and has captured over $16 million per year in 
energy savings.36  Companies with stronger environmental performance also tend to have 
lower costs attributed to fines, penalties, and legal fees related to environmental 
activities. So, for many companies, excellence in sustainability performance is a desired 
final outcome—the sustainability actions taken to reduce the organization’s “footprint” 
on society and the environment.  
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TIRE MANUFACTURER OUTCOMES OF PRODUCING A GREEN TIRE 
 
The market for green tires in the United States is large.  End user consumers, box stores, 
fleet owners and the government are all expressing a commitment to environmental 
stewardship, and each of these sectors is using its purchasing power as confirmation.  
With no upfront investment costs or special equipment needed, simply changing 
purchasing patterns could help tire companies capture new customers and save costs at a 
time when raw materials prices are soaring.  
 
Benefits to a tire company that manufactured a green tire include: 
 

 Lowering input cost by including less expensive ultra-fine engineered rubber 
powder. Companies can save 30-50% by using rubber powder instead of virgin 
rubber; 

 Lowering the cost of production through process enhancement gained from using 
fine rubber powder;  

 Becoming the “supplier of choice” for the U.S. government, which is considering 
a new “green purchasing policies and affirmative procurement program” for all 
government contracting mechanisms and acquisition strategies to protect the 
environment and conserve natural resources and energy through contracting (72 
Fed. Reg. 73,904);37  

 Becoming the supplier of choice for box brands, fleets, and many after market 
consumers;  

 Capturing reputation value; and 
 Getting carbon credits for using a material recycled from discarded tires 

 
 
These benefits are illustrated in Exhibit 3. 
 
 

Exhibit 3: Business benefits of a green tire to tire manufacturers 
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Change of inputs in the tire industry is, understandably, slow because it is a technology-
based safety product.  The barriers to uptake of precision engineered fine rubber powder 
are largely based on the industry’s negative historic experience with crumb rubber and 
some internal incentive issues within companies. [For more on barriers to update, please 
see Appendix 10.]  
 
However, based on its own testing, the Ford Motor Company has found that, “Recycled-
content tires perform equal to or better than conventional tires in all parameters including 
traction, durability, wear, rolling resistance, and handling. Plus, the tires meet or exceed 
all federal safety standards.”  The Nevada Automotive Test Center found similar results, 
stating that, “Incorporating recycled content of up to 10 to 15 percent in new tires is 
reported as technically feasible, without significantly impacting the performance of the 
tires.” 
 
Given the technical and safety data, producing and marketing a high quality green tire 
based on ultra-fine engineered rubber powder can lead to great gains for both companies 
and for society.  With more than 80% of global executives expecting some form of 
climate change regulation to come to their companies’ home country within five years,38 
launching a green tire ahead of a government mandate dictating what should happen to 
scrap tires would also be a proactive stance that could help to avoid burdensome 
regulation.  Tire companies are already looking at the environment as a source of 
competitive advantage, and a green tire is the next logical step to saving input costs and 
satisfying customers.  At a time when individual tire makers are concerned about the 
volatility of raw materials prices and energy costs, and the record weakness of the U.S. 
dollar are combining to create unprecedented challenges in 2008,39 using ultra-fine 
engineered rubber powder to create a green tire is an innovation that should be hard to 
overlook. 
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APPENDIX 1: New material creates the opportunity for green tires 
 
Historically, manufacturing a high quality green tire was virtually impossible. However, 
recent innovations in producing ultra-fine engineered rubber powder have opened up new 
vistas of opportunity.  Lehigh Technologies has adapted pharmaceutical technology and 
applied it to rubber, using a cryogenic-aided turbo shearing mill to produce ultra-fine 
rubber powder (80-400 mesh) from used tires.  According to a Clemson University study, 
“tire rubber powder prepared by the Lehigh process is unique and offers a value-added 
reactivity and functionalization. Breakthrough results from electron paramagnetic 
resonance spectroscopy (EPR) measurements indicate that the Lehigh process provides a 
significant increase in free radicals, which can bond to matrix resins or other application-
specific substrates, extending the powder’s usefulness beyond that of an added filler. 
With this study, tire manufacturers worldwide have a viable alternative ingredient that 
can be used to make “green” tires, while at the same time enhancing the performance of 
the tire.”40 
 
Inclusion of up to 10% ultra-fine engineered rubber powder in the production of new tires 
creates technical efficiencies, production efficiencies, and raw materials cost efficiencies. 
These are all significant at a time when the tire industry has run out of opportunities to 
drive down the costs of raw materials. 
 
 
1. Technical Efficiencies 
Integrating ultra-fine engineered rubber powder into new tires increases fuel efficiency in 
two ways; through reduced roll resistance of the tire and decreased air permeability, 
according to a Georgia Institute of Technology study. 

a. Reduced roll resistance:  Including 80 mesh or finer rubber powder at 15% 
loading reduces the Yerzley Tan Delta by 9% at 60ºC.  The lower the tan delta 
value, the lower the roll resistance and the higher the fuel efficiency. 

b. Reduced air permeability: Incorporating 140 mesh or finer rubber powder at 
7.5% loading in the innerliner compound improved air retention by 19% per 
month.  This both increases the life of the tire and provides better fuel 
efficiency.   

 
2. Process Efficiency 
Use of ultra-fine engineered rubber powder increases production capacity and mold 
release efficiency, saving both costs and time for companies.    
 
3. Cost Efficiency 
Historically, recycled rubber was expensive to produce.  However, Lehigh has developed 
a cost efficient process, significantly different from prior attempts to mill rubber.  
Lehigh’s process ensures consistent quality and supply, while also offering significant 
savings.  Virgin rubber compounds needed for tread, sidewall, and inner tire liner 
currently cost 80-85 cents or more, depending on the formulation, Lehigh produces 80 
mesh powder for $0.45/lb, providing significant savings. 
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While the technical and supply issues have been addressed by Lehigh Technology’s 
innovative production and sourcing mechanisms, there have been some historical 
challenges that are creating roadblocks to tire companies adopting this technology and 
capitalizing on increasing consumer demand for green products.  
 
The invention of a process to generate highly engineered fine rubber powder for inclusion 
in new tires is providing a technological solution to solve material supply and demand 
problems. 
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APPENDIX 2: Consumer & corporate attitudes towards environmental stewardship 
have shifted 
 
In 2006 less than one-third of consumers considered themselves green or expressed 
interest in green brands. In 2007, every consumer surveyed by Landor Associates self-
identified as green to some extent.41  
 
Many corporate executives are also recognizing the importance of environmental issues. 
Fully 60% of global executives surveyed by The McKinsey Quarterly regard climate 
change as strategically important, and a majority consider it important to product 
development, investment planning, and brand management.42 Over 50 percent of 
companies surveyed in a recent EyeForProcurement poll have policies on greening their 
supply chain, and companies are nearly unanimous in their belief that green supply chains 
will only continue growing.43   
 
 
There are a variety of reasons why companies are moving towards environmentally 
friendly products and processes.  Most of these reasons are practical and business-driven, 
with the added benefit of improved reputation and increased customer loyalty. According 
to research, redesigning systems to be more efficient and environmentally friendly results 
in: 

 Reduced operational costs and environmental expenses like waste handling and 
regulatory burdens, 

 Reduced environmental and regulatory risks,  
 Increased revenues as a result of environmentally superior products that meet 

customer’s desires, and 
 Increased intangible brand value from marketing the company’s overall 

greenness.44  
 
Clairol, a division of Bristol-Meyers Squibb, is one of many companies that recognized 
the power of green branding and succeeded as a result.  The company reformulated its 
Herbal Essence brand of shampoo and conditioner as a natural line with recycled 
packaging, herbal and botanical formulas and support for conservation organizations.  
Within one year, Herbal Essences had become the number two hair brand in the US, and 
the company’s marketing information refers to Herbal Essences as their "miracle." The 
line grew 60% in the first year of the re-launch, as did the company’s overall business, on 
the strength of the Herbal Essence brand, leading to $169 million in sales in 1999.45 
Today, according to Clairol, somebody uses an Herbal Essences product every fifteen 
seconds in the U.S.46 
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APPENDIX 3: Inputs and processes as applied to tire manufacturers 
 
INPUTS 
 
External context: The local and global external context significantly affects the choices a 
corporation makes regarding the formulation and implementation of sustainability 
actions. Pressure is exerted by government regulations for corporations to follow 
minimum standards of sustainability performance like hazardous and other waste disposal 
regulations and pollution standards. The U.S. government is considering a strategy to 
encourage creation of a green tire that could benefit manufacturer’s customers, thereby 
creating great demand. Among the pieces of legislation under consideration are: 
 

 The Tire Investment, Recovery and Extension Act of 2008 (TIRE Act) was 
introduced to the House of Representatives by a bi-partisan group of members. 
The bill would provide a $3/tire tax incentive for purchasers of large volumes of 
tires made from recycled rubber.  

 Office of Management and Budget, Office of Federal Procurement Policy: 
Proposed policy letter on the acquisition of green products and services. The 
proposed policy letter provides guidance on green purchasing policies and 
strategies. It requires agencies to identify opportunities and give preference to the 
acquisition of green products and services. While recycled-content and/or 
remanufactured products are explicitly mentioned, the discussion of 
unambiguously listing recycled content tires has been under discussion since 
Senator Joe Lieberman advocated, in 2001, that recycled content tires be added to 
the EPA’s set of procurement instructions that guide government purchasing.47   

 
In Europe, the European Union has passed the End-of-Life Vehicles Directive mandating 
that by 2015, 85% of a car’s car's materials, by weight, to be recovered and reused. 
  
Internal context: This comprises corporate and business unit missions, strategies, 
structures, and systems; it is through the development and implementation of these that 
sustainability performance occurs.  
 
Business context: Additional important considerations are the industry sector of the 
business, and the characteristics of customers and products. Companies that operate in 
high social and environmental impact industries, such as chemicals, oil, paper, and 
mining, may exhibit relatively poor performance in terms of sustainability elements such 
as consumption of natural resources, emissions, and health risk of their products or 
services compared to companies operating in other industries. Currently the tire industry 
has not been a focal point for environmental activists, but this could change.  The 
National Resource Defense Council (NRDC) recently sued the EPA and won its case in 
federal court regarding the EPA’s failure to properly regulate emissions from incineration 
of materials for alternative fuels, including scrap tires to make tire derived fuel (TDF).48  
The impact this will have on the TDF market is still unclear, but the case did draw 
attention to the issue of scrap tires and the glut of used tires that still go to waste.  
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PROCESSES 
 
Leadership: It is important for corporate leaders to consider all of these inputs if they 
want to formulate effective sustainability strategies. Research49 has shown that 
sustainability strategies are typically top-down, and that the most effective ones are when 
top management is clearly committed to the strategy. Signals of this commitment are 
given through how the strategy is communicated throughout the organization. Senior 
executives must be knowledgeable, support the organization, and effectively 
communicate the mission, vision, and strategy often to the other members of the 
organization. The commitment of the board of directors and management encourages 
employees to act in ways that are compliant and consistent with company strategy.  We 
are already beginning to signs of such leadership in the tire industry.  Yokohama Rubber 
Company’s president, Tadanobu Nagumo, has indicated that “green” is a cornerstone of 
his company’s strategy to improve operating income four-fold while doubling sales by 
2017.  At the 26th Annual Tire Society gathering in Akron, Ohio, Nagumo said the 
company’s vision “is to assert world-class strengths in technologies for protecting the 
environment.  This is the most important responsibility for those who are willing to 
expand in the global overseas marketplace.”50  Yokohama’s “Eco-Motion” program will 
include ISO 14000 plant certification and launching of products, both tires and non-tires, 
that “exemplify environmental virtue.”  
 
Sustainability Strategy, Structure and Systems: Failing to examine strategies that 
address sustainability, and in this case, the environment, could lead to two related 
outcomes: 

 Environmental impacts that have substantial future consequences involving 
increased costs, increased community concerns, increased legal claims, and 
damaged corporate reputation.  While pressure is not yet being leveraged, tire 
companies could potentially take a proactive stance, side-step legislation and 
avoid damaging reputation issues by greening some of their products in advance 
of criticism. 

 Decrease of current and future corporate profitability through decreased potential 
revenues related to sustainability issues.  Companies may miss a golden 
opportunity to capture both savings and new markets ahead of the competition. 

 
Without appropriate management structures and systems, corporations may not reap all 
the benefits associated with sustainability performance. The alignment of strategy, 
structure, and management systems is essential in both coordinating activities and 
motivating employees.  
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APPENDIX 4: Car manufacturers will benefit from green tires 
 

Once just a niche market captured by the Toyota Prius, the auto industry is now looking 
at the environment as a source of market growth.  At last year’s Geneva motor show, the 
car industry seemed to be “going to absurd lengths to show its concern for the 
environment.”51 Ford Motor Company is introducing its “EcoBoost” technology, which 
aims to achieve a 20% increase in fuel economy and 15% reduction in carbon dioxide 
emissions in half-a-million vehicles annually in the next five years while Mercedes-Benz 
joins the ranks of car companies looking to green with its plans to add three fuel-efficient 
variants to its C-Class range under the BlueEFFICIENCY banner.   
 
With the Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) requirements mandating an average 
car and light truck fuel economy of 35 miles per gallon by 2020 in the United States, 
automakers are rushing to produce a wide range of efficient vehicles. Tires represent up 
to 20% of the energy needed to operate a car,52 and providing car manufacturers with an 
efficient, green tire could help them market their environmentally friendly vehicles as a 
more comprehensive package. In addition, if companies were able to get a CAFÉ offset 
that expired after three to five years (a three-five year sunset) for using green tires, this 
could further help them attain the guidelines set by the federal government.   
 
In addition, ultrafine mesh powder can be integrated in many parts of the vehicle for 
added savings.   This is illustrated in exhibit 4.1. 
 

Exhibit 4.1: Car components that can integrate ultra-fine rubber powder 
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APPENDIX 5: Big box stores are tire retailers, fleet owners, and waste tire collectors 
and will benefit from green tires 
 
Big box stores like Wal-Mart and Costco have three roles when it comes to tires. They 
are retailers, they are fleet owners, and they are responsible for collecting waste tires.  
These stores have openly declared their aim to have a positive impact on the 
environment.  Wal-Mart has developed a comprehensive strategy to be a “good steward 
of the environment” and “ultimately use only renewable energy sources and produce zero 
waste.”53 These big box stores stand to gain significantly from offering a green tire in 
four ways: 
 

1. Lower waste tire collection costs: Efficient reclamation process that would save 
waste tire hauling fees when big box stores work with fine powder manufacturers 
to establish waste tire collection centers in an efficient manner. 

2. Lower fleet costs:  Buying green tires for their fleets, big box stores would save 
in several ways. The green tire would provide energy efficiencies outlined above, 
saving the company on fuel costs. The box store could dispose of their fleet tires 
as outlined in (1), saving disposal fees. And, if the TIRE Act of 2008 were passed, 
there would be a significant tax incentive for box stores running their own fleets 
of trucks. 

3. Improved brand value from environmental stewardship: A tire made of highly 
engineered recycled fine rubber powder would allow these companies to advertise 
a total recycling, or closed-loop, system in which the worn tires they take back 
were collected in an efficient way, processed using the latest technology and re-
integrated into a new tire of equal, and sometimes even better, quality of equal 
price and providing equal safety statistics.  

 
The closed loop concept can also be taken a step further for Big Box stores.  The 
Engineered Rubber Powder generated from scrap tires can also be used in a wide 
array of a store’s infrastructure including shelving, parts of the buildings 
themselves (illustrated in Exhibit 5.1), external mulch and rubber mats. ERP can 
also be used in the plastic products offered for sale in the store like lawn and 
garden products.  So, a minor and cost-effective change in the collection and use 
of scrap tires could represent a huge leap forward for Big Box stores’ zero waste 
goals. 
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Exhibit 5.1: Building components that can integrate ultra-fine rubber powder 

 

 
 
 
 

4. Provide more choice for consumers: A green tire offering of equal price and 
quality would provide more choice, one of the tenets of big box stores, to their 
customers.  
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APPENDIX 6: Many Americans are either concerned about the environment or with 
energy security, and some are concerned with both 
 
While there is a particular demographic that is most interested in environmental 
conservation—termed “bright greens”—a recent Penn, Schoen and Berland poll of 1504 
adults found that virtually everybody exhibits green attitudes and behavior to one degree 
or another.  “Bright greens,” however, tend to be in their mid-30’s, female, live in urban 
and suburban settings, and have an average income of $50,000. This segment accounts 
for 34% of the survey pool.54  It also happens that women influence up to 85% of all auto 
purchases and between 50-60% of all vehicle purchases in the U.S. are made by women. 
By some accounts women buy 65% of all new tires annually.55 
 
The demographic which is least interested in the environmental issues, “dull greens,” are 
primarily men, 50 years or older, a quarter of whom are retired. This group—that 
accounts for 11% of the survey pool—represents what was the traditional middle-class 
family with a combined household income of significantly above $50,000, has two or 
more children, and a stable marriage.  This is also a demographic that has traditionally 
been seen as tire consumers and is concerned with American energy security and the 
country’s dependence on vast amounts if imported fossil fuels.  The “dull green” 
demographic would be attracted to green tires not for their environmental benefits but for 
their national security benefits. An energy security platform could be another angle to 
market green tires since research has shown that 69% of Americans (seven out of 10) 
think the U.S. government should set a real target date (2015) for ending the country’s 
reliance on Middle Eastern and other foreign oil supplies. Support for this idea cuts 
across political party affiliations to include 66% of conservatives, 72% of moderates and 
72% of liberals. This same poll found that 71% of Americans believed it was patriotic to 
drive a fuel efficient car.56 

 
It is also conceivable that after market consumers could be rewarded for purchasing green 
tires, much like consumers of hybrids.  Hybrid buyers get an income tax deduction in the 
U.S. and an increasing number of toll agencies around the world are offering discounts to 
alternative fuel car drivers.57 These same discounts could be applied to drivers of all cars 
with green tires. 
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APPENDIX 7: Fleets looking towards tires as a solution to environmental and market 
challenges 
 
With the price of diesel fuel up more than 50% over last year, fleets are looking for 
innovative ways to find savings and lower their fuel consumption58 though there are very 
few “new tricks” to accomplish this. Green tires, which could be provided at the same or 
lower cost could be a transformative new technology to assist fleet owners. In addition, 
with legislation pending that would give fleets using green tires a tax credit, fleet owners 
could capture further economic benefits. 

 
Given the current challenges, fleet users are looking to tires as a source of innovation. 
The American Trucking Association’s Technology & Maintenance Council released its 
“Future Truck Position Paper” detailing future performance requirements of tires, based 
on fleet/equipment user descriptions of their needs. In addition to technical requirement, 
“Future tires must be designed and used with environment quality in mind. Future tires—
at the end of their useful lives—should be totally and safely recyclable.  Tire construction 
materials should be non-toxic. And, as long as tires are held before disposal/recycling, the 
innerliner should include some material to make the tire interior inhospitable to insects 
and other small, undesirable wildlife.”59 
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APPENDIX 8: U.S. Government starting to regulate and mandate environmentally 
friendly policies 
 
Executive Order 13101: Greening the government through waste prevention, 
recycling, and federal acquisition states that:  “the head of each executive agency 
shall…work to increase and expand markets for recovered materials through greater 
Federal Government preference and demand for such products. It is the national 
policy to prefer pollution prevention, whenever feasible. Pollution that cannot be 
prevented should be recycled.”60  In addition, the government is already looking at 
vehicles and their impact on the environment, mandating that, according to Executive 
Order 13149, Federal Agencies must reduce the use of petroleum fuels in vehicles by 
20% and assure that 75% of new light vehicle acquisitions are alternative fueled 
vehicles (AFVs), and that the majority of the fuels used by the AFVs are alternative 
fuels.61   
 
The army, too, is looking for ways to “green” its operations, which includes testing 
alternative fuel vehicles62 and investigating new technologies through the Army 
Environmental Policy Institute.  
 
With dual concerns about over-dependence on foreign-supplied fossil fuels and its 
own impact on the environment, the U.S. Government represents a high volume 
customer that would be interested in a green tire made of precision engineered ultra-
fine rubber powder. Furthermore, the government is currently considering a new 
“green purchasing policies and affirmative procurement program” for all government 
contracting mechanisms and acquisition strategies to protect the environment and 
conserve natural resources and energy through contracting (72 Fed. Reg. 73,904).63   
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APPENDIX 9: American car driving habits and tire impact on the environment 
Americans represent 5% of the world's population and drive almost a third of its cars.  
This, in turn, accounts for nearly half the carbon dioxide pumped out of exhaust pipes 
into the atmosphere each year, according to an Environmental Defense Fund report.64  In 
a country where 220 million adults average an hour and a half a day in their cars and 90% 
of Americans drive to reach their destinations,65 dual concern for the environment and 
dependence on motor vehicles begs a solution that enables continued heavy car usage 
coupled with environmental conservation.  In addition to fuel consumption, tires 
represent a major source of environmental impact. 
    

 The tire industry is the largest consumer of rubber in the U.S., using over 6 billion 
pounds of rubber annually to produce more than 250 million tires. 

 On average, almost ten gallons of oil are used in the production of one automobile 
tire. By using ultra-fine rubber powder at ten percent loadings, tire companies can 
save the equivalent of approximately one gallon of oil for every tire produced. 

 If every tire produced globally incorporated ten percent loadings of rubber 
powder, the world would save more than half a billion gallons of oil annually. 

 In addition to reducing fossil fuel dependency, engineered rubber powder helps 
protect the environment from the air and water pollution associated with land-
filled tires and the air pollution associated with the burning of scrap tires. 

 A commitment to recycled rubber in the U.S. would have significant economic 
benefits, including: utilizing 83 million scrap tires (recycling 25% of the current 
total) and creating close to 4,000 new jobs.66 

 
Green tires that incorporate ultra-fine engineered rubber powder are a low overhead, high 
yield, technologically available, safe innovation that can meet the American public’s 
desire to be green but stay on the roads.   
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APPENDIX 10: Historic Challenges and Criticism 
 

a. Historic technical limitations of crumb rubber: When the tire manufacturing 
industry initially examined the feasibility of re-integrating scrap rubber into the 
tire manufacturing process, the existing technology only allowed for the 
production of crumb rubber of a large size (80 mesh and larger).  This crumb 
rubber had inferior physical and mechanical properties as compared to virgin and 
synthetic rubber.  Despite the fact that this material was of lower quality than that 
which is now available, in 1999 Bridgestone/Firestone Research found that up to 
20% loading could be used in tread compound with “quite good” retention of 
physical properties and “in many instances physical properties were actually 
improved.” Lehigh Technologies has now pioneered a new technology with 
which it can consistently produce up to 400 mesh powder, with superior 
mechanical and physical properties, effectively addressing the historic technical 
issue with crumb rubber. 

 
b. Unreliable suppliers: In the 1990s producers of crumb rubber were recycling 

facilities that provided unreliable quality and quantity of material.  Often these 
recyclers would go out of business or be unable to provide enough materials for 
tire manufacturers, so were not dependable suppliers.  In addition, there was no 
quality control or common standard for crumb rubber, creating even more 
variability in supply. Contrary to these waste management businesses, Lehigh 
Technologies is a chemical company that produces 100 million pounds of ultra-
fine engineered rubber powder of consistent quality from scrap rubber.  The 
company is slated to open additional facilities in 2009, each bringing and 
additional 100+ million fine rubber powders to the marketplace. This significantly 
changes the supply landscape for tire companies seeking high quality ultra-fine 
engineered rubber powder. 

  
c. End of life concerns:  Some in the tire industry have expressed reservations about 

using and capitalizing on the availability of ultra-fine engineered rubber powder 
because it would lead to companies being responsible for reclamation of the vast 
stock of waste tires currently in existence.  This is unlikely simply because there 
are already uses for waste tires, including tire-derived fuel and rubber crumb for 
playgrounds, and the tire industry has yet to be penalized for the existence of 
supply for these products, or expected to be responsible for reclamation costs of 
rubber currently being recycled.  

 
d. Product liability:  Since the mid-1990s, when Firestone recalled seven million 

tires due to safety issues and the Transportation Recall Enhancement, 
Accountability, and Documentation (TREAD) Act was passed, the American tire 
industry has been, understandably, cautious when it comes to product innovation.  

 
e. Corporate incentive structure spurring innovation: While many tire companies 

would likely be interested in a cost effective raw material that would result in a 
green tire, there are few incentives within the hierarchy of American tire 
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companies to spur exploration of this option.  Corporate CEOs are, justifiably, 
reluctant to dictate to their technical staffs what materials to use.  The technical 
staff, on the other hand, is reluctant to pursue materials innovation for two 
reasons.  Either they are seasoned engineers encumbered by their historic 
experience with crumb rubber, which 15 years ago was not technically developed 
enough to be useful and was economically prohibitive.  Or they are at the early 
stage of their careers and reluctant to innovate with no incentive to do so.67  
Helping to incentivize the right people in tire companies to innovate for the sake 
of customer satisfaction and gaining market share is critical. 
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